
Stockton-on-Tees
Riverside Discovery Trail

A fun treasure hunt around the 
delightful River Tees suitable for 
walkers, cyclists and wheelchair 
users.  Great for families.  

Brought to you by TheHub.



Stockton Riverside Discovery Trail
Route West from the barrage

No Description Answer

1
How far is from this bridge is it to Darlington?
If all the rivers flow into the sea why does it never get full?

3
How many white stripes on the nearby zebra?
Identify the juvenile animal that’s up on the building?

5 How many circles adorn this bridge?

8
Using the ramp discover the total number of bolts + lights + 
workers on the blue Infinity Bridge Panel.  A famous bingo caller’s 
call.

10
Beside the river  total the wheels on the black train.
Spot the name on the train.

11 Total the Charity number digits on the Canal Trust panel.

12 Name the 2 continents on the side of the Cubic building.

14
A busy creature’s home can be seen on this building.
How many legs does this worker have?

15 How many different letters on this card building?

17
When this bridge opened Queen Victoria had reigned for how many 
years? Count the WW2 shrapnel holes on the bridge parapet.

19
You’ll need to be eagle-eyed to spot this Heritage Trail Panel and 
so discover how much coal a cauldron wagon carried?

20
How many arches are beneath the bridge?  Count the swans a 
swimming .  Name a swan song.

22 Decode the Roman Year found on this bridge.

Bonus How many bridges did you see today?



Stockton Riverside Discovery Trail
Route East from the barrage

No Description Answer

2
How many north bound vehicles that are using the A19 Flyover 
in a minute?

4

At the ramp top what’s the surname of name the girder maker. 
Which firm built Newport Bridge? At the bottom is the distance 
you’ll need to travel for a lemon top at a famous seaside town 
beside the sea?

6
How many butterflies are chained on the pole?
The 2 silver butterflies are wondering which bird builds a nest in 
the sandy cliffs nearby. 

7 What’s the highest digit on the jetty measure?

9
How many miles between Stockton-on-Tees and Mid-
dlesbrough?  Name the Teesdale Way Post bird?

13 The Grid Ref NZ ...... on this Outflow Gate

16
How big is an Archimedes Screw? What was The Talpole?
A baby frog or a cow or a ship?

18
In which year did William Pearson propose building a barrage?
The Canal and River Trust’s bird.

21 Identify these bird silhouettes on Maze Park Welcome fence.

23
The bird that welcomes you and the flower that bids you 
farewell.  The Wildlife Trust’s animal.

Bonus How many bridges did you see today?

How well did you do?  Download the answers from  
tinyurl.com/ybldzw6z
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